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Press Release 

Chika Osaka, Saori Ono, Tomoyasu Murata, Shinnosuke Yoshida, Waka Yoshida ｜ interaction vol.2

   February 22(sat) - March 29(sat)

GALLERY MoMo Ryogoku is pleased to present a group exhibition titled interaction vol. 2. The show features 

five artists from the gallery; Tomoyasu Murata, Saori Ono, Chika Osaka, Saori Ono, Shinnosuke Yoshida and 

Waka Yoshida. Each artist has selected art awards in Japan such as Japan Media Arts Festival, VOCA, Taro 

Okamoto Award for Contemporary Art, and Sompo Japan Art Award.  



Saori Ono (b. 1981)
 
Using remarkable deep green and mild pink, Saori 
Ono describes nature and people with clean line. 
Even though her paintings are very representational, 
the clear line and the descriptions eliminate the 
superfluous bring her paintings universe. According to 
the artist, she believes that the minds of people have 
changed in each generation, however they have shared 
something through a common world and tries to have 
communication with people who share it.

 
Saori Ono is born 1981 in Fukushima and received MA 
from JOSHIBI University of Art and Design in 2005. 
 
The works at the group show had exhibited at Sompo 
Japan Museum for Sompo Japan Art Award.

 

 

Chika Osaka (b. 1984)
 
Osaka shows drawing and lithograph at the group 
show. Using gradation technique, she successes to 
represent her lithographs like Ukiyo-e. The technique 
of prints applied to her paintings and drawings and 
made her works especially unique.
 
She depicts Japanese traditional manner and patterns 
of clothes, buildings and background with details, but 
the themes are modern. People in her works try to 
live fervent but comically and idiotically even thought 
they are faced with the harsh conditions. Since the 
beginning of her career, Osaka has worked in finding 
a way to show the works effectively with the texts. 
Getting a lot of inspiration from words, the artist writes 
stories and clips a scene from the story. However, 
her works do not describe the stories and do not 
complement the stories like book illustrations because 
the works are not expressed the scenes directly and 
viewers can interpret them in different way without 
the stories.

This Does not Mean You Have No Way

2014, Wood print

34.5 x 23.0cm, Edition : 50  

STAND THERE, AS USUAL
2012, Oil on canvas
194.0 x 130.5cm



Tomoyasu Murata (b.1975)
 
 
Tomoyasu Murata is the video and installation artist 
born 1974 in Tokyo. After he received his MA from 
Tokyo University of Arts, he established TOMOYASU 
MURATA COMPANY in 2002. In the series of Road, the 
artist succeeds to show deep feeling to a person who 
the main character lost with the detail descriptions of 
the facial expressions. The collaboration with Japanese 
popular musicians for their promotion video and the 
short animations for children established his career. 
On the other hand, Murata create emotional world 
with installation and video works in the gallery and 
received many great response. He has exhibited at the 
gallery since 2003 and had a solo show at Meguro 
museum and Hiratsuka City Museum.

Clicquot Type Dresser
2006, Mixedmedia
D 46.0 x W. 47.0 x H. 90cm

Shinnosuke Yoshida (b.1983)
 
Shinnosuke Yoshida represents both nature and the 
artificial, combining nature with manmade structures 
such as dams, revetments, and buildings.
 
The works of Yoshida changed after the devastating 
earthquake that hit Japan on March 11, 2011. 
According to the artist, the event made him realize 
that the world does not consist of a linear timeline 
and there are huge differences between real 
experience and just seeing events; rather, it moves in 
complicated and violent ways, with each “now” tied 
to causes and effects that happen all over the world. 
By illustrating various simultaneous possibilities that 
are not limited to one perspective, Yoshida explores 
the new view of the world he obtained after the 
earthquake of March 11.
 
Yoshida recently exhibited at VOLTA NY 2014. In 
addtion, he was accepeted at the 17th Exhibition of 
the Taro Okamoto Award for Contemporary Art in 
2014. 

Melt
2014, Oil on canvas
500.0 x 500.0cm
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Waka Yoshida (b.1983)
 
 
Waka Yoshida is interested in something we cannot 
see but exists such as dinosaur, imaginary map and 
geological layer. In her latest map series, Yoshida 
depicted sidereal figures that we cannot see during 
daytime. By showing the stars as the islands on the 
paintings, she succeeds in visualizing stars with 
humorous poses at anytime.
 
Since 2010, Yoshida became a member of the 
Phantom Painter Team and has had several group 
shows and made the goods and magazine. 
 
She was accepeted at the 17th Exhibition of the Taro 
Okamoto Award for Contemporary Art. 

Walking Dinosaur
2014, Acrylic on cotton and panel
53.0 x 45.5cm


